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Launching a commerce college in the already cluttered market and enrolling a decent
number to break even.

Guaranteed Campus Placements with a package of 3.6 lakh/annum

First Commerce College in India to be floated by a Triple Qualified Professional

CA + Beyond CA Programme – A ray of hope for students looking for options beyond CA



To develop a campaign for the launch of Avinash College of Commerce
highlighting its unique offering “CA+Beyond CA” Programme. Create awareness among
parents and students alike. Convert enquiries into admissions.





Since the name Avinash begins with the letter A, we have worked on making the best
use of the letter.

A also stands for ‘Accounting’. Accounts make for an integral part of commerce and CA
studies.

Students join reputed institutes with a set target in mind, and such a logo has the
potential to appeal to them subconsciously. we are hitting them on a subconscious level.



Aspire

– To dream of a successful career, to aspire for greater things in life.

Achieve

– To go after your dreams and achieve your set targets.

Inspire

– Having achieved your goals, you are now in a place where you stand as an example
for others, a mentor, a role model. It is then that you must take the responsibility of
inspiring others to follow your lead to achieve success.





Core Message –

Campaign Message –

This line aptly connects with the core target audience on an emotional level. It is a fact that
the parents wish their children to be happy and successful in life. They move one step
closer to this wish by joining Avinash College of Commerce.
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Since the start of the campaign in April 2013, the results speak for themselves: 

Our strategically chosen channels of advertising helped us achieve:

 High footfalls

 High visual impact

 Huge space suitable for breadth of content message

 ‘Connection’ of people and places

 Gateway to target audience

Resulted in receiving 780 enquiries which converted into 300 admissions  in 3 months. 
A phenomenal achievement considering the competition and the timeline.




